
Use lane 
segmentation and put 
a variety of attracting 
lanes on spot
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Which factors should be considered when deciding 
to send a shipment through an existing contract 
or direct to spot?

The short answer: consider your carrier’s perspective. If it causes operational 
KPѝJ\S[PLZ�MVY�`V\Y�JHYYPLY��JVUZPKLY�ZLUKPUN�P[�KPYLJ[�[V�ZWV[�

Contracted carriers respond to certain operational factors, which leads to cor-
responding cost implications that demonstrate when a shipper should opt to go 
directly to the spot market, rather than using a contract. This is called a segmen-
tation approach, because it considers which segments of a shipper’s network 
lend themselves better to spot than contract, and vice versa. 

Asset-based carriers (i.e. those that own and operate the transport equipment) 
and third-party, non-asset brokers (those that contract with shippers and buy spot 
capacity as demand materialises) have fundamentally distinct revenue structures. 
(Z�H�YLZ\S[��[OL`�YLZWVUK�[V�VWLYH[PVUHS�MHJ[VYZ�KPќLYLU[S �̀

;OL�Z\YNL�]VS\TL�VќLYLK�[V�H�JVU[YHJ[LK�JHYYPLY��̂ OLYL�ZOPWTLU[Z�̂ P[OPU�H�̂ LLR�
are above the contracted, expected volume on a lane between a shipper and 
carrier, plays an important role. This is because it impacts the carrier’s probability 
of accepting the shipment and the resulting cost implications. Asset-based 
JHYYPLYZ��PU�WHY[PJ\SHY��OH]L�KPɉJ\S[`�HJJLW[PUN�Z\YNL�]VS\TL�[OH[�[OL`�
OH]L�UV[�WSHUULK�MVY��K\L�[V�[OLPY�Ä_LK�JHWHJP[PLZ��JOHYNPUN�WYLTP\TZ�
between 25% and 55%. Instead, non-asset providers have access to a large 
WVVS�VM�JHWHJP[ �̀�ZV�[OL`�HYL�IL[[LY�HISL�[V�ÄUK�[OL�YLX\PYLK�JHWHJP[`�H[�SV^LY�
prices, with extra charges ranging between 10% and 15%. Shippers can use 
this knowledge to distinguish between their base demand and surge volume 
and consider sending the latter directly to the spot market or use a brokerage 
provider instead.



Another important aspect is the impact of lead time on load acceptance proba-
bility from contracted carriers. While lead time does not have a large, consistent 
impact on the likelihood a carrier accepts a load, short lead times do come 
with additional costs to the shipper. Rushed shipments on average cost 
HU�HKKP[PVUHS�����[V�����TVYL�[OHU�[OL�JVU[YHJ[�WYPJL��;OPZ�VɈLYZ�[OL�
opportunity to either pinpoint processes to be improved, or look at the 
ZWV[�THYRL[��^OPJO�TH`�VɈLY�SV^LY�WYPJLZ�[OHU�[OL�JVU[YHJ[LK�JHYYPLY�
cost escalations. 

<ZL�)LZ[�*HYYPLY�[V�ÄUK�ZWV[�
capacity at competitive rates for 
lanes with inconsistent patterns, 

surge volume and short lead times.
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=HYPH[PVUZ�PU�KLTHUK�HYL�KPѝJ\S[�MVY�JHYYPLYZ�[V�JV]LY�¶�WHY[PJ\SHYS`�[OVZL�^P[O�
ÄUP[L�JHWHJP[`�HUK�UL[^VYRZ�[V�RLLW�PU�IHSHUJL��0U�MHJ[��SHULZ�^P[O�OPNOS`�]VSH[PSL�
demand volumes cost the shipper up to 20% more than the contracted price, 
while lanes with low frequency demand cost 7% more. This suggests shippers 
should consider historical demand patterns, as these lanes may be a good op-
WVY[\UP[`�[V�VўVHK�[V�[OL�ZWV[�THYRL[�YH[OLY�[OHU�THRPUN�[OL�QVI�TVYL�KPѝJ\S[�
for contracted carriers. 

A key factor is the competitiveness of contract prices compared to current 
ZWV[�THYRL[�YH[LZ��*VU[YHJ[�WYPJLZ�HYL�Ä_LK�MVY�H�NP]LU�[PTL�MYHTL��I\[�[OL�
THYRL[�Å\J[\H[LZ�HYV\UK�[OVZL�WYPJLZ�HM[LY�[OL`�HYL�ZL[��:OPWWLYZ�L_WLJ[PUN�

https://www.transporeon.com/en/platform/transport-execution-hub/shipper/best-carrier?utm_source=website&utm_medium=internal-content&utm_campaign=ebook+leverage+the+spot+market&utm_id=cmp-01311-c1p9y&utm_content=spot_ebook_banner_chapter6_bc


to use a contract price that is out of date are likely to be exposed to the spot 
market anyway. It is important for shippers to keep track of which contract 
YH[LZ�OH]L�HNLK�HUK�UV�SVUNLY�YLÅLJ[�THYRL[�WYPJLZ��*HYYPLYZ�TH`�HSYLHK`�IL�
signaling that contract prices are out of date. Shippers can either update the 
contract accordingly or expect to use the spot market to serve a larger fraction 
of the demand.

Become a shipper of choice 
by always being on time and 
improving your relationship 
with carriers through  
Time Slot Management.
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Finally, facility processes play a role here too – especially in terms of detention 
times. (�JHYYPLY»Z�[LUKLY�HJJLW[HUJL�PZ�ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�YLK\JLK�^OLU�H�MH-
cility historically has wait times of more than two hours. The costs for this 
PTWSLTLU[LK�I`�JHYYPLYZ�]HY`�^PKLS �̀�4VYLV]LY��KL[LU[PVU�H[�KYVW�Vќ�MHJPSP[PLZ��
rather than at pick-up facilities, tends to have a greater impact on the carrier. 
;OPZ�PZ�ILJH\ZL�K^LSS�H[�KYVW�Vќ�MHJPSP[PLZ�PUÅ\LUJLZ�[OL�JHYYPLY»Z�HIPSP[`�[V�ZOV^�
up on time for its next shipment. Facility ratings systems have been integrated 
into existing and new transportation management solutions to help warn other 
carriers and identify areas of improvement for shippers. Facility dwell time results 
suggest shippers should look to nodes in their networks to determine where 
HJJLW[HUJL�VY�WYPJL�WLYMVYTHUJL�PZ�Z\ќLYPUN�K\L�[V�KL[LU[PVU�

https://www.transporeon.com/en/platform/dock-yard-management-hub/shipper/time-slot-management?utm_source=website&utm_medium=internal-content&utm_campaign=ebook+leverage+the+spot+market&utm_id=cmp-01311-c1p9y&utm_content=spot_ebook_banner_chapter6_tsm


Key takeaways
The key consideration for choosing between contract and spot markets lies in 
understanding the operational dynamics from the carrier’s perspective. The ideal 
factors for segmenting and assigning freight to the spot market are the types 
of freight that pose challenges for carriers, including urgent shipments, sudden 
volume surges, and shipments on new or more challenging lanes. Lead time 
PUÅ\LUJLZ�JVZ[Z��^P[O�Y\ZOLK�ZOPWTLU[Z�JVZ[PUN��������TVYL�[OHU�JVU[YHJ[�
prices, prompting shippers to optimise processes or explore the spot market. 
)LJVTL�H�ZOPWWLY�VM�JOVPJL�MVY�IV[O�JVU[YHJ[LK�HUK�ZWV[�JHYYPLYZ��I`�VќLYPUN�
the same yard experience with easy facility processes and low detention times.


